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renditions of firearms such as custom models of the M10 With the growth of our online store we
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appreciates the historical value and the rare find, COGunSales hand selects and imports these
special pieces with the admirer of the unique in mind. COGunSales knows a firearm is more
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Login Register? Site Notices. This thread is not intended to be incendiary. I am genuinely
curious about your opinion on this topic. I've been around civilian military inspired guns since
the early 's. More importantly, I've owned a few rifles that went out of production and the
manufacturer offered ZERO support after they ceased production. I had one of the first serial
number 1xx. It had a lot of problems that I was trying to work out, and then RA simply stopped
making it. They also stopped supporting it. Hence, my question about the Sig series of rifles.
With Sig's decision to stop production in favor of the superior ETA: Poll added. I should add I
bought one of the very first SigER rifles to hit the market. It had a lot of SigSAN parts in it. I have
experienced QC issues, but have not had a "major part break" e. However, it is important to note
I never ran enough rounds through a particular unit to cause a failure. Dumped both of my s.
And as they been looking the past fee years it seems they are my last Sig rifles. Buy the spare
parts you may need now. They will not always be available. Quote History. Quoted: Buy the
spare parts you may need now. Quoted: I tend to agree. Another example again I've owned
military style guns for 3. The bolt catch on an original AR is a pin-swing affair that can snap if
you accidentally drop the hammer on it. I did this, and my BHO wouldn't work. I looked for a
replacement part for about 5 years before selling the rifle with full disclosure. Eventually
ArmaLite introduced the ARB, but it was a totally different product and high-failure parts were
not interchangeable. Oh, just remembered, I also cracked a bolt a different AR I ended up having
to part that one out. The point of this story Quoted: Yep. The FNC is another example of an
obsoleted rifle with almost no available critical parts. So assuming there are complete rifles to
cannibalize for parts, this may be a future source. Or more likely people will buy them up on the
cheap and stash them away, not shoot them and not sell them. In any case, buy your spares
now or later you will wish you had done so. Has anyone actually had a problem with their and
contacted SIG regarding warranty due to a manufacturing defect? Did they essentially tell you
too bad or do they actually try to help you. Just wondering what would happen if you had a
major component failure and what SIG would do, or not do. Quoted: Has anyone actually had a
problem with their and contacted SIG regarding warranty due to a manufacturing defect? I just
stopped shooting mine R. Moved back to the AR No more SIGs for me. All of these factors
contribute to my belief new or near new units will be very valuable in the future. Research
Robinson M96 prices. Sig owes us, haha. Quoted: I just stopped shooting mine R. I have early
with swiss internals that I sbr'd and honestly, once the barrel is shot out I'll sell the lower and
bcg for what ever I can get and maybe just demil the upper. I have no desire to track down sig
parts when swiss kits are avilible. I only have one Sig but I have 2 spare complete lowers and a
spare parts kit so I think I will be good for awhile. I don't shoot mine much and absolutely only
consider it a fun range toy due to concern if something like the bolt were to develop a crack. No
more Sigs for me. Quoted: From where? Parts kits have been gone for a long time. Done with
SIG. The important parts are readily available. The highest wear item will be the recoil spring.
Just shoot them. Life is too short to have items you don't shoot. My comes to the range with me
every time I go. I have sufficient barrels to shoot for many generations. I also shoot my fullauto
FNC and parts are way more difficult to find for that. Quoted: The platform is dead and SIG
couldn't care less about its customers that were stupid enough to buy one or two of the damn
things. Quoted: This means good condition examples will increase in value. Those guns have
ZERO parts sourcing, but have continued to increase. As people wear out shooters guns with

low mileage will increase in value. My R SBR rarely gets shot anymore. Honestly if it wasn't an
SBR I'd have sold it by now. Quoted: Wow, you've found one bright side to keeping the damn
things in my safe. Slightly off topic but I have a Sig Rifle and know Sig won't support it. Parts
are impossible to find. Hell, even my Mini GB has this issie to a degree. Good luck finding GB
specific parts. It is a nature of the beast. I have the and R. I have a few parts that I picked up
here and there and an extra lower. Purely by accident. That ignores the Swiss gun shops that
will ship to the US. An ATF import permit is free, and they will approve for individuals provided
it is not for resale. All the critical parts that could wear out are interchangeable. I fail to see how
the Sig series is lacking spare parts. It's like complaining that no parts are available for the
AUG. I bought my P simply as a range toy and because I always wanted one. If it breaks a
critical part, and I can't find a replacement, I'll cheerfully part it out - and probably for more than
I paid for it. I called Sig when these guns were in production and was told over and over again
parts were not available then but would be in the future. Never happened. I tried for years and
Sig would not sell parts even when the guns were in production and for sale. I've decided to sell
my brand new in box SigXI. It has nothing to do with parts availability. I'm just moving onto
other interests, and dumping all of the guns that I never use. I have probably seen dozens of
"OMG where do I buy spare parts" posts for every single "I actually need this particular " part
post, the latter of which basically every one has resulted in a pointer to a place to get said part.
I'm not saying that the 55x will never break, but there is a bizzare need to hate on Sig over
mostly imagined problems. As USGI points out, the 55x is still in production. Some parts are
spendy, but they're generally available, and the 55x is a pretty robust design anyways. So, I just
don't get all the whining. I didn't want a soulless piece of adequate firearm. If I wanted a Glock,
I'd have bought a Glock. I bought a because I wanted something different. Quoted: I have
probably seen dozens of "OMG where do I buy spare parts" posts for every single "I actually
need this particular " part post, the latter of which basically every one has resulted in a pointer
to a place to get said part. Quoted: For me the Problem is barrels since Swiss barrels are not
compatible with US receivers, once the barrel is shot out, that it. Quoted: Oh no. Custom barrels
aren't like the 1st class of gunsmith school or anything. There is also companies that are
already experienced in changing out the trunnion to a Swiss 55x trunnion can be used. That's
the whole reason I sold my Valmet M I didn't want to worry about something breaking and being
irreplaceable. I don't think anything major will break on my SIG's. I love my s, but put both of
them on consignment locally. Kept the since its fun to shoot If they sell then they sell, Im not
sweating it. No choice for me to pick. I bought a parts kit of stuff like a firing pin, recoil spring,
hammer spring, etc. Then I stopped shooting it. The rifle R , magaznes and ammo won't go bad
they way they are stored so I'll just keep it. It is genuinely my only serious gripe about them. I
will say that the following upgrades made both rifles a lot more usable: 1. Hogue pistol grip 2.
MFI folding front sight 3. Does anyone still do suppressor gas valves? My gun runs OK with the
stock valve, but it is a bit more gassy than I'd like. Quoted: Well that may be, but at the end of
the day there isnt a source for an aftermarket barrel. It's a dollar gun, I am not going to take a
shot in the dark on some online gunsmith being able to spin up a barrel, get it right or track
down a Smith to swap trunions. I would be more inclined to get a JDI pistol for 3 grand before I
put any money my Its good for what it is right now. I Would rather spend 3k on a supported
platform rather than 1k on something that's not supported. I will wait. Quoted: Except the JDI
pistol isn't supported either. Quoted: You can order spare parts from JDI. And because they
import pistols, barrels can be imported under dual use. Buy what you can while you can. I can
understand not wanting to flood the market, but the "50 and no more" plan is retarded. About
AR Stay Connected. Newsletter Subscribe to our monthly Newsletter to receive firearm news,
product discounts from your favorite Industry Partners, and more. Contact Us Advertising. View
Quote I tend to agree. View Quote Yep. No spares were available that I could find. I did buy a
spare firing pin, spring, extractor and recoil spring for my Classic when they were available
though. View Quote I bought one of the first off the line and it had the canted upper receiver.
Sent back to Sig, they milled the aluminum top rail to make it sit level on the canted receiver. I
complained that this was not a reasonable solution to a manufacturing defect, as it would
preclude using aftermarket accessories like a Troy or Samson rail. They said too bad, that was
their fix. I put my receiver in a vice between wood blocks and using a machinist level and a wide
diameter punch, I very carefully made the top of the receiver true. View Quote From where?
View Quote Optics Planet? Just checked and they finally have it marked as discontinued.
Gatewood has some random bigger parts, sure. I don't expect I'd ever need a new BCG or
piston. Midwest and Top Gun also show all the parts kits as discontinued. The platform is dead
and SIG couldn't care less about its customers that were stupid enough to buy one or two of the
damn things. View Quote This means good condition examples will increase in value. If
continuous parts availability is important to anyone reading this You guessed it AKs while

prolific don't even count, because a single Executive Order or act of Congress could ban parts
importation. View Quote Wow, you've found one bright side to keeping the damn things in my
safe. Every time I see it, I want it. View Quote For me the Problem is barrels since Swiss barrels
are not compatible with US receivers, once the barrel is shot out, that it. Additionally, they never
rolled out the support they claimed they would have when the was in production. The botched
support and rapid abandonment of the Xi is telling. I went through this with my Sig Sig
advertised a bunch of stuff, claimed support, then threw it into a raging dumpster fire and
walked away. I get having guns with no to little support. I have a Daewoo K2. When were they
honestly last imported into the US? Over ten years by now. Daewoo is gone. Doesn't exist
anymore. MSAR is out of the gun industry. My E4 AUG clone has no support. Hell, even my Mini
GB is like that. Specific GB parts are hard to find. Ruger hasn't made a GB in fifteen years. But
they can still generally service my Mini. Sig on the other hand just never really supported the
from the get go, allowed it to languish, and then it died a horrible death via the Xi. Also the
quality and issues with the general run of the also speaks about the problem of parts. View
Quote Oh no. I still like it, just not happy about it being totally unsupported. View Quote Well
that may be, but at the end of the day there isnt a source for an aftermarket barrel. View Quote It
is a rather strange business model. View Quote I think it is extremely retarded. If you love a
weapons platform you want it to grow and flourish. This philosophy of keeping it a rich persons
collector item that is there to grow in value is dumb AF. The more people that own them the
better. Stay Connected:. Phone Orders Browse by Category. More Details Buy. Please wait. Sign
Up For Newsletter. RTG Parts was established to provide increased customer access to top
quality military surplus parts, magazines and accessories. We are proud to offer an extensive
inventory of rare and unusual items as well as select new production U. RTG Parts is committed
to keeping prices low while maintaining a high level of customer service. We believe we offer
the best combination of value and quality found anywhere in the firearms community. Contact
Us Quick View. AK47 7. AK74 5. AK 5. Barrel Components. Bolt and Recoil Assembly. Buttstock
and Hardware. Grips and Hardware. Handguards and Hardware. Fire Control Group. Flash Hider
and Muzzle. Gas System. Receiver and Build Parts. AK47 Milled Specific. AKM Specific. AK74
Specific. Beryl Specific. Tantal Specific. Yugo Specific. AR15 - M Colt OEM Parts. Muzzle
Devices. Tools and Cleaning Kits. Barrel and Trunion. Bolt Assembly. Cocking Assembly. Mag
Catch Assembly. Mags and Pouches. Recoil and Buffer Assembly. Trigger: Packs and Lowers.
Trigger: Small Parts. Parts Kits. Barrel Parts. Sights and Bases. HK - Other. VP9 - VP40 - P Odd
or Unidentified HK. MG42 - MG3 - M Barrel and Shroud Parts. Belts and Drums. Bolt and
Cocking. Buttstock and Buffer. Grip Stick and Trigger. Parts Kits and Conversions. Semi-Auto
Specific. Top Cover and Feed Tray. Parts Kits and Build Parts. Walther P1 - P Mag Loaders.
Pouches - Ammo Cans. More Beltfed Parts. PK - PKM. More Pistol Parts. Beretta Beretta 92FS
96FS. Beretta M Browning Hi-Power. CZ75 P P P Flare Gun - Signal Pistol. FN Five-SeveN. HK
P2A1. HK P9S. HK USP. SIG P SIG Pro Smith and Wesson. Springfield XD. Walther P5. Tokarev
TT More Rifle Parts. Benelli M1 M4. Beretta AR70 AR Beretta BM59 BM DP28 - DPM. FAL - L1A1.
FN FNC. FN PS90 P Kel-Tec CMR M1 Carbine. M1 Garand. M14 - M1A. M - A3. M U. M3 Grease
Gun. Mosin Nagant. Mossberg - PM RAK. PM PM Glauberyt. Remington SA - Enfield. SMLE Enfield. Springfield M6 Scout. Sterling SMG. Steyr AUG. Swedish AG42 Ljungman. Swedish K M Thompson A1. Vepr 12 Gauge. VZ61 Skorpion. Wifama wz Books and Manuals. Cleaning
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Accessories. Picatinny Accessories. Just One - Last One. Email Address:. Please note: we no
longer accept orders over the phone. Looking for Sig parts to complete your restoration
project? Numrich Gun Parts has a huge selection of Sig Sauer rifle parts and backs our
offerings with the service and experience that you can only find from an industry leader. We've
been providing parts, like the Sig parts here, to enthusiasts since and can't wait to serve you order your parts today! Notifi
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cations Close. Gas Valve Product : Part Key: Out of Stock. Enlarge Image. Add to cart. Bolt
Head Product : Firing Pin Product : Firing Pin Stud Product : Firing Pin Spring Product :
Extractor Product : Extractor Spring Product : Pin Product : Bolt Carrier Product : Charging
Handle Catch Product : Charging Handle Catch Pin Product : Charging Handle Catch Spring
Product : Charging Handle Product : Magazine Catch Product : Magazine Catch Spring Product :
Magazine Catch Button Product : Pistol Grip Product : Pistol Grip Bolt Product : Pistol Grip Nut
Product : Trigger Guard Product : Trigger Guard Roll Pin Product : Hammer Product : Hammer

Pin Product : Mainspring Product : Bolt Catch Product : Bolt Catch Spring Product : Bolt Catch
Pin Product : Safety Lever Product : Safety Shaft Product : Locking Spring Product : Spring Pin
Product : Trigger Product : Trigger Spring Product : Trigger Pivot Pin Product : Trigger Bushing
Product : Sear Spring Product : Magazine, 5. USA only. Part Key: NI.

